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CM+ 4TH GENERATION CM/ALM
Ottawa, ON, Canada. Neuma Technology today celebrated its 25th anniversary with a focus on
continuing to maintain its technology lead in the Configuration Management and Application Life-cycle
Management (ALM) arena.
CM+ continues as Neuma's 4th generation (4G) ALM tool, allowing a single solution for all configuration
management, problem tracking, DevOps, build management and release management requirements.
CM+ has the most extensive and mature configuration management available in the industry.
“We haven't stopped pushing the envelope”, say Joseph Farah, Neuma's long time president and CEO.
“Although we're far ahead of market demand, we continue to mature our CM capabilities while pushing
to make it ever simpler for users to customize the CM+ environment to their exact needs”.
Neuma's CM+ technology is comprehensive. For example, rather than spending days or even weeks
building release notes for a new release or for a customer update, CM+ allows dashboard inspection of
all elements of the release just by selecting the two releases to be compared. It further generates, in a
few seconds, full release notes which are technical-writer ready, allowing the development team to
remain focused on what they do best.
And 25+ years of development has allowed Neuma's CM+ to provide a comprehensive DevOps
solution. Automated build, deployment, site tracking, and customer request management are all part of
the CM+ Enterprise solution.
While many organizations are retreating to 1st and 2nd generation open source solutions, the smart ones
take a look at Neuma's CM+ which has demonstrated technical leadership for more than 25 years.
Happy Birthday Neuma!

Neuma Technology Inc. is a pioneer and leader in providing advanced Configuration Management
technology. Its flagship product, CM+ Enterprise, first released in 1991, provides end-to-end
Application Lifecycle Management in a small footprint, easily customized package.
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